UCSB to Decide
Today on Fate of CIA Employee

By Steven Elzer
Editor In Chief

Three UC Santa Barbara students are among the 525 students who responded to a recent California Public Interest Research Group (CalPIRG) survey of UCSB students' environmental views. The survey, conducted among UCSB students, asked respondents to rate the level of concern for various environmental issues, including air quality, local oil production, and toxic waste.

The survey results reveal that students are most concerned about water quality, followed by toxic waste and air quality.

CalPIRG spokesperson Lucy Casale explained, "The survey results indicate that UCSB students are increasingly concerned about environmental issues. The top concern, water quality, is a direct result of the local oil spill that occurred last year. The spill has had a significant impact on the Santa Barbara Channel, and has raised awareness of the need for improved oil production practices."
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**Stock Market Begins to Stabilize But Trading Continues Briskly**

NEW YORK — The stock market managed to rebound Tuesday as a late buying burst in blue chips withstood a wave of anxious sellers looking to cash in on an early advance in the afternoon of last week's collapse.

Trading remained at a brisk pace, with 260.2 million shares changing hands on the New York Stock Exchange in its 11th busiest day.

Major exchanges were closing two hours early through the end of the week to curb the panic that was spreading throughout the building up. Despite Tuesday's rally, many traders said uncertainty and nervousness continued to dominate the market.

In a second shortened session on Wall Street, the Dow Jones industrial average rose 12.32 points to 844.49, a 1.5 percent increase and the eighth largest one-day gain in points. The closely watched index, though, had been up more than 200 points in the first half hour of trading.

Share market measures were less flattering. Only nine stocks rose for every eight that fell in price in the overall tally of NYSE-listed stocks.

Reagan Bans All Imports from Iran and Partial Ban on Exports

WASHINGTON — President Reagan is tightening the economic screws on Iran, ordering a ban on all U.S. imports a week after American naval forces retaliated for a missile attack against a U.S.-flagged tanker.

The president on Monday directed the state and treasury departments to institute the ban on imports and a partial ban on exports, applying essentially to products with possible military applications.

Superpowers Engaged in 'Arms Race at Sea' Suggests Analyst

WASHINGTON — The United States and Soviet Union are engaged in an ''arms race at sea'' that has given the navies of the two superpowers almost 15,000 nuclear warheads and scores of ballistic missiles, a private analyst said today.

While the navies of England, France and China now have about 700 warheads and 150 missiles, the U.S. and the Soviet Union have combined many times more, he said. In just the past decade the two superpowers have added 2,500 nuclear warheads to their naval arsenals, deploying new ballistic missiles, cruise missiles, torpedoes and bombs.

According to William D. Arkin, a military analyst for the magazine Harper's, as the weaponry increases, he adds, more ships operate a ''wartime tempo'' during peacetime and more allied countries are drawn into the naval nuclear competition between the superpowers.

Businessman who Lost $500,000 Commits Suicide in Motel Room

MILWAUKEE — A 36-year-old retired businessman who reportedly lost $500,000 on the stock market in last week's crash has committed suicide, authorities said.

Vernon K. Lamberg, a former president of Appleton Machine Co. in Appleton, was found dead Friday morning at Brock's Motel in Waucoma, authorities said.

Lamberg died of asphyxiation after he broke a liquid petroleum gas feeding line to the furnace in his rented motel room.

Wisconsin County Coroner Roland Handel Sr. said the victim's family had begun to search in Waucoma County because Lamberg's wife, Jackie, received a package from him Thursday, Handel said.

**World**

U.S. Documentary Filmmakers Die in Soviet-Afghan Ambush

ISLAMABAD — Pakistan - Soviet-Afghan forces ambushed and killed two Americans as they returned with rebel leader Ahmad Shah Massoud from a documentary film on Afghanistan's civil war. U.S. and guerrilla spokesmen said Tuesday.

Lee Shapiro of New Jersey-based Shapiro Media Productions, and cameramen Jim Lindell, 27, of Los Angeles, were killed earlier this month in Paghman, just west of Kabul, the Afghan capital, said American diplomats in Pakistan.

Officials said their film was financed partly by an arm of the United Nations Assistance Mission to the Church of the Rev. Sun Myung Moon. An official for the organization said Shapiro had strong anti-communist views.

**Island State**

**Stock Market Begins to Stabilize But Trading Continues Briskly**

NEW YORK — The stock market managed to rebound Tuesday as a late buying burst in blue chips withstood a wave of anxious sellers looking to cash in on an early advance in the afternoon of last week's collapse.

Trading remained at a brisk pace, with 260.2 million shares changing hands on the New York Stock Exchange in its 11th busiest day.

Major exchanges were closing two hours early through the end of the week to curb the panic that was spreading throughout the building up. Despite Tuesday's rally, many traders said uncertainty and nervousness continued to dominate the market.

In a second shortened session on Wall Street, the Dow Jones industrial average rose 12.32 points to 844.49, a 1.5 percent increase and the eighth largest one-day gain in points. The closely watched index, though, had been up more than 200 points in the first half hour of trading.

Share market measures were less flattering. Only nine stocks rose for every eight that fell in price in the overall tally of NYSE-listed stocks.

Reagan Bans All Imports from Iran and Partial Ban on Exports

WASHINGTON — President Reagan is tightening the economic screws on Iran, ordering a ban on all U.S. imports a week after American naval forces retaliated for a missile attack against a U.S.-flagged tanker.

The president on Monday directed the state and treasury departments to institute the ban on imports and a partial ban on exports, applying essentially to products with possible military applications.

Superpowers Engaged in 'Arms Race at Sea' Suggests Analyst

WASHINGTON — The United States and Soviet Union are engaged in an "arms race at sea" that has given the navies of the two superpowers almost 15,000 nuclear warheads and scores of ballistic missiles, a private analyst said today.

While the navies of England, France and China now have about 700 warheads and 150 missiles, the U.S. and the Soviet Union have combined many times more, he said. In just the past decade the two superpowers have added 2,500 nuclear warheads to their naval arsenals, deploying new ballistic missiles, cruise missiles, torpedoes and bombs.

According to William D. Arkin, a military analyst for the magazine Harper's, as the weaponry increases, he adds, more ships operate a "wartime tempo" during peacetime and more allied countries are drawn into the naval nuclear competition between the superpowers.

Businessman who Lost $500,000 Commits Suicide in Motel Room

MILWAUKEE — A 36-year-old retired businessman who reportedly lost $500,000 on the stock market in last week's crash has committed suicide, authorities said.

Vernon K. Lamberg, a former president of Appleton Machine Co. in Appleton, was found dead Friday morning at Brock's Motel in Waucoma, authorities said.

Lamberg died of asphyxiation after he broke a liquid petroleum gas feeding line to the furnace in his rented motel room.

Wisconsin County Coroner Roland Handel Sr. said the victim's family had begun to search in Waucoma County because Lamberg's wife, Jackie, received a package from him Thursday, Handel said.

**New South Korean Constitution Obtains Overwhelming Approval**

SEOUL, South Korea — South Korean voters over­whelmingly approved a new constitution Tuesday, establishing direct presidential elections and other democratic reforms demanded in massive anti­government protests last year.

In downtown Seoul, riot police battled protesters who urged voters to boycott the referendum. Police said about 40 demonstrators were arrested.

Election officials declared the referendum approved early Wednesday. The approval rate was 94 percent with 54 majority was needed. The final results were expected later Wednesday.

The constitution reduces the power of the presidency and increases the authority of the legislature and the judiciary.

**Canadian Peace-Seeking Groups Protest U.S. Cruise Missile Test**

TORONTO — Opposition parties, environmental groups and perhaps even a patriotic group are protesting a planned U.S. cruise missile test today west of Kabul, the Afghan capital, said Lee Shapiro of New Jersey-based Shapiro Media Productions, and cameramen Jim Lindell, 27, of Los Angeles, were killed earlier this month in Paghman, just west of Kabul, the Afghan capital, said American diplomats in Pakistan.

Officials said their film was financed partly by an arm of the United Nations Assistance Mission to the Church of the Rev. Sun Myung Moon. An official for the organization said Shapiro had strong anti-communist views.

**Kuwait Prepares to Defend its Territory by Training Civilians**

KUWAIT — Kuwaiti leaders are planning to train their civilians to defend the nation's territory at any possible invasion by the superpowers.

In other developments, a reflagged Kuwaiti tanker and its cargo were destroyed after launch from Van­

**Vandenberg Launches Titan 34D: Reportedly Carrying Spy Satellite**

VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE — The first successful launch of a Titan 34D. Reportedly carrying a spy satellite, after two failures in two years is of "tremendous significance." In America's return to space, says the secretary of the Air Force.

The nation's most powerful unmanned rocket, bearing what the Air Force would describe only as a classified payload, lifted off at 1:32 p.m. today.

A successful launch would mean "we're out of the woods in terms of the threat of being blinded in space," John Pike, a space policy expert for the Federation of American Scientists in Washington, said before lift off.

The launch was the first of a Titan 34D since April 18, 1986, when one of the rockets blew up on liftoff from this base 175 miles northeast of Los Angeles. Another Titan 34D and its cargo were destroyed after launch from Van­

**Weather**

WEDNESDAY:

A high pressure system will cause one sunny day, the day will be a thunderstorm, or just showers. High 70, low 54. Sunrise at 6:16 a.m., sunset 5:12 p.m. Moonrise at 12:30 p.m., moonset at 10:21 p.m.

THURSDAY:

A high pressure system will cause one sunny day, the day will be a thunderstorm, or just showers. High 70, low 48. Sunrise at 6:17 a.m., sunset at 5:53 p.m.

**TIDES**

Oct. 22

High tide 12:11 a.m. 9.5 feet

Low tide 5:56 a.m. 0.9 feet

8:40 a.m. 3.4

10:29 p.m. 0.0

Printed by the Santa Barbara News Press.
Leg Council to Consider Bill Against CIA Agent's Appointment to Faculty

By Christopher Wyland
Reporter

The Associated Students Legislative Council plans to discuss a bill that seeks revocation of the appointment of CIA officer George A. Chritton Jr. to the UCSB faculty at its meeting in the UCen tonight.

The bill, authored by council member Dan Zumwinkle, asks the "faculty, administration and students to revoke the appointment of CIA agent George A. Chritton Jr. to the UCSB faculty and to take steps to insure that this incredible situation does not happen again."

As both a CIA agent and UCSB faculty member, Chritton will have a conflict of interest between his intentions of recruiting and of presenting an unbiased lecture, Zumwinkle said. Chritton would be unable to present a balanced lecture while harboring hopes of recruiting students in the class, he said. "(Chritton's) appointment to the University of California would lend a dangerous legitimacy to this teaching," Zumwinkle remarked.

The university should not endorse an organization responsible for training the Nicaraguan contra for allegedly destabilizing various governments, Zumwinkle said.

A.S. President Curtis Robinson has also expressed opposition to Chritton's appointment. "(The) reasons why the CIA is trying to get a foothold on college campuses is obvious: they're trying to set up an unfortunate and very political recruitment system on campus," Robinson said. "I don't agree with that one bit. I don't feel they're here to teach. I feel that they're here to recruit."

A.S. Internal Vice President Glenn Fuller also expressed concerns about Chritton's appointment, due to the possibility that Chritton could be on both the CIA's and the university's payrolls simultaneously.

In addition, Leg Council member Mike Lupo believes the CIA may have ulterior motives for wanting to place an agent on campus. "The CIA does things with a purpose in mind," Lupo said. "It chose to keep an eye on UCSB because it's one of the more active campuses around. It's here to get information, not give it."

In other business, Leg Council is scheduled to discuss the formation of an A.S. Community Committee to act as a liaison between the student government and the Isla Vista community.

The new committee, which would replace the current A.S. External Affairs Committee, would focus more on Isla Vista, according to A.S. External Vice President Carla Jimenez.

The new committee would make recommendations to A.S. about community and county issues relating to student living conditions, and would assist a county supervisor in recruiting students and I.V. residents for appointments to various county advisory boards and commissions, Jimenez explained.

"One unique aspect of the committee is the fact that it will have four students who will be responsible for four major interests in I.V. — the Isla Vista Community Council, the I.V. Recreation and Parks District; Let Isla Vista Eat; and the I.V. federal and county supervisors," Jimenez said. "With the introduction of these new representatives, the A.S. will have a better chance of being implemented," Fuller said. "With the inception of this new committee, the recommendations of the A.S. for the future of the university will have a better chance of being implemented," Fuller said. The Leg Council meeting is scheduled to begin at 6:30 p.m. in the UCen Pavilion Room.

Huttenbacks to Enter Pleas Today

Former UCSB Chancellor Robert Huttenback and his wife, Freda, will enter pleas on 12 felony counts in a Superior Court bezzlement, insurance fraud, tax evasion and grand theft — said.

Robert Huttenback, 54, and his wife Freda, 48, have been arrested in connection with federal charges that they defrauded an insurance company of $1.3 million. The couple were arrested in December.

Gowans found sufficient evidence to try the Huttenbacks, who were arrested in December.

Halloween Bash

Halloween Bash... and help raise money for Cal Pirq's Hunger Project

AS Community Affairs Board

Cal Pirq have organized a Zombie Patrol to help clean up the Halloween party.

No matter how brain damaged you are we will program your body to go on automatic SWEEP!!

Fill out an application TODAY at the Cab Office-3rd Floor UCen and you'll be eligible for a free T-Shirt, free donuts from Winchell's, free coffee form Borsodi's, free OJ form the Graduate, and a ticket to the PUB PARTY for Halloween volunteers.

Application will also be available at our table in front of the UCen (Tues, Thurs, & Fri) OR just show up... we'll put you to work!!

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 1ST • 10 AM • I.V PARKS OFFICE

(961 Embarcadero del Mar at Seville)

a Hunger Benefit Effort Sponsored by:
Chopeticks Express
Giovannis
Domino's
McBurley's
Woodstocks
Pizza Express
Dave's Market
Six Pack Shop

It's a Dirty Job
But Somebody's Got To Do It!!!

Let's Not Call In the National Guard...
Let's Not Call our Mothers...
Let's Take Care of the Aftermath OURSELVES!!!

CLEAN UP ISLA VISTA after our HALLOWEEN BASH

and help raise money for Cal Pirg's Hunger Project

AS Community Affairs Board

University Extension
University of California
Santa Cruz, CA 95064
(408) 429-2761

WOODSTOCK'S PIZZA
THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

PRESENTS...
WOODSTOCK'S SAUCERS 3-0

Suburban headhunters

University of California
(408)429-2761

University of California

Suburban headhunters

University of California
(408)429-2761

University of California

University of California
(408)429-2761

University of California
Atom Smasher Provokes SACRAMENTO (McClatchy News) — A
Citizen’s Group to File Suit

In an effort to increase campus awareness of racism at UCSB, the group Concerned Students Against Racism has invited several speakers to discuss racial issues at a meeting today at 3 p.m. in the Caffe In
term.

Concerned Students Against Racism formed last February "to make racism an issue at UCSB, so people will not ignore it and sweep it away," according to CSA
member Marlon Harriman. "We are concerned students and sincere about our motives; we are very persistent and are going to keep on until it (UCSB) is a hospitable place," Quan explained.

Expected to speak at the meeting are Vice Chancellor of Student and Community Affairs Ed Birch, Assistant Vice Chair
sellors of Student and Community Affairs Harleen McAda and Ernie Zomalt, and Women’s Center Director Janet Van
devender. In addition, students will report on various subjects concerning minorities.

Included in the meeting’s agenda is a discussion about a prospective project to the U.S. Department of Energy. If California is selected, the world’s largest research project would be placed in either San Joaquin or Yolo county.

"This is the first of two suits that I am advising," said CalPIRG attorney Richard Harriman who represents a group called the Coalition for the Superconducting Super Collider Site.

"Our suit is based primarily on procedural violations of the law," Harriman said. "A San Francisco law firm is developing another that goes mainly to the environmental problems."

SURVEY

Opposing oil production along the Santa Barbara coast, such as ARCO Platform Holly has become one of CalPIRG’s priorities for the 1987-88 academic year.

SACRAMENTO ( McClatchy News) — A coalition of San Joaquin Valley farmers and environmental laws in draft

Applications Now Being Accepted
For STUDENT REGENT
For the 1988-89 Year (July 1, 1988-July 1, 1989)

All Graduate and Undergraduate Students in Good Standing Who Will Be Enrolled During Each Regular Academic Quarter Until Spring, 1989, Are Eligible!

The Role of the Board of Regents
The Regents of the University of California are a group of 28 citizens of the State of California who have both legal and corporate authority for the affairs of the nine-campus University of California system. The Regents oversee the financial management of the University, its investments, and its property holdings, and appoint and evaluate the President, the nine campus Chancellors, the Laboratory Directors and the principal officers of the Regents. They also establish policy in such areas as affirmative action, student services, admissions and financial aid.

The State Constitution provides that Regents shall be persons broadly reflective of the economic, cultural and social diversity of the State.

The Role of the Student Regent
The Board of Regents appoints the Student Regent on the recommendation of its Special Committee to Select a Student Regent. The U.C. Student Body President’s Council will conduct the initial screening and interviewing of prospective appointees, and will recommend a final pool of nine prospects to the Special Committee.

The student regent will begin his/her term at the February, 1988 Regents meeting as a "Regent Designate," but will not have a vote on the Board until the official one-year term begins on July 1, 1988. Two-day Regents meetings are held monthly at different U.C. campuses, and the student regent will need to spend AT LEAST 10-20 additional hours each month on related business/"

Remuneration
The Student Regent will be reimbursed for expenses incurred for attendance at all Board and Committee meetings. In addition all University fees and tuition are waived for the Student Regent during the 1988-89 academic year.

Information Meeting
All persons seeking additional information are encouraged to attend a special information meeting on Thursday, October 29 from 12-1 p.m. in the UCen, Room 1. Anyone with questions may also call the Dean of Students Office at 961-4467.

Application Forms
Students may pick up applications in each of the following offices: The Associated Students and Graduate Students Association Offices, The Chancellor’s Office, the Office of the Deans of Students.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Please call the Dean of Students Office at 961-4467.
Wallace, however, said the tidelands and park were excluded from the proposed city because State Lands Commission policy does not recognize city park districts as local control. The county takes our taxes and they spend them on other parts of Santa Barbara to keep Santa Barbara nice looking into a city park ... $100,000 would be lost to the county and to the city of Goleta," he said.

Another argument put forth by Measure Q opponents is that Isla Vista will not see any improvements in the quality of city maintenance, despite proponents’ claims of increased local control.

"The real reason to vote 'no' (on) Measure Q is, if you vote 'yes,' you're sticking everybody with this city forever. And, if you vote 'no,' you're telling the Local Agency Formation Commission, and the county Board of Supervisors ... 'Hey, come up with something that helps us....'" Lazof said.

Supporters of the proposal, however, believe local control over such issues would be enhanced if Measure Q is passed. "I think that as soon as this is defeated, there are going to be all sorts of other proposals being discussed and none of them are as bad as this one," Isla Vistan for Measure Q member Glenn Laird said.

"The reason to vote 'no' (on) Measure Q is, if you vote 'yes,' you're sticking everybody with this city forever. And, if you vote 'no,' you're telling the Local Agency Formation Commission, and the county Board of Supervisors ... 'Hey, come up with something that helps us....'" Laird said.

Wallace, on the other hand, argues that the current proposal is the most feasible cityhood option that will reach a compromise. Some opponents believe voters should wait for a more agreeable incorporation option. "I can promise you that as soon as this is defeated, there are going to be all sorts of other proposals being discussed and none of them are as bad as this one," Isla Vistan for Measure Q member Glenn Laird said.

"The real reason to vote 'no' (on) Measure Q is, if you vote 'yes,' you're sticking everybody with this city forever. And, if you vote 'no,' you're telling the Local Agency Formation Commission, and the county Board of Supervisors ... 'Hey, come up with something that helps us....'" Laird said.

Wallace, on the other hand, argues that the current proposal is the most feasible cityhood option that will reach a ballot. Based on past denials of proposals for separate Isla Vista cityhood, Wallace does not believe LAFCO will ever approve independent cityhood for either city.

Meet the Dean, faculty and students to discuss whether a career in law is for you.

- The only law school in Santa Barbara accredited by the California Commission of Bar Examiners
- 3½ or 4 year program
- J.D. Degree awarded
- Graduates have consistently high pass rate on the Bar Examination
- Excellent teaching faculty
- Evening Classes

Thursday, November 12
5:30 p.m.

Santa Barbara College of Law
911 Tremonto Road Santa Barbara, CA 93103
(805) 569-1567

Winter Quarter, 1988
Religious Studies 166 B
Taoist Traditions of China-
Chinese Religion and its view of Death and Afterlife.
A one-time offering by Dr. Anna Seidel, Distinguished Member of the French School of the Far East, Paris and Kyoto.

RALLY
(Continued from p.1)

"And, what they're saying is that with Goleta cityhood, supporters of the proposal, however, believe local control over such issues would be enhanced if Measure Q is passed. "I think that as soon as this is defeated, there are going to be all sorts of other proposals being discussed and none of them are as bad as this one," Isla Vistan for Measure Q member Glenn Laird said.

"The reason to vote 'no' (on) Measure Q is, if you vote 'yes,' you're sticking everybody with this city forever. And, if you vote 'no,' you're telling the Local Agency Formation Commission, and the county Board of Supervisors ... 'Hey, come up with something that helps us....'" Laird said.

Wallace, on the other hand, argues that the current proposal is the most feasible cityhood option that will reach a ballot. Based on past denials of proposals for separate Isla Vista cityhood, Wallace does not believe LAFCO will ever approve independent cityhood for either city.
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WINTER REGISTRATION

PRIORITY REGISTRATION FOR WINTER QUARTER.

TUES. OCT. 27 - FRI. OCT. 30

PRIORITY DAYS ARE ASSIGNED BY CLASS LEVEL. CONSULT YOUR REGISTRATION FORM AND THE SCHEDULE OF Classes.

TURN IN YOUR REGISTRATION FORM AT THE DROP-OFF POINT IN FRONT OF THE MAIN LIBRARY, OR CHEADLE HALL IN CASE OF RAIN.

• LOOK FOR THE BLUE AND WHITE STRIPED CANOPY •

MAKE TODAY COUNT

Student Support Group

A UCSB support group composed of students learning to cope with their own life-threatening illness or the recent or impending death of a family member or close friend.

If you are trying to cope with a death, come talk with us.

Meeting Schedule

Every Wednesday, beginning September 23, from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. in the Third Apartment (Room 1119) at San Rafael Hall.

For Information Call
Margaret Getman 687-2136
Paul Dunn 968-7400

Learn how to MAKE TODAY COUNT

CalPIRG to Hold Water Board Forum

A forum designed to introduce UCSB students and faculty members to Goleta Water Board candidates, as well as educate the campus about water-related issues involved in the upcoming county election, will be held today at 4 p.m. in the UCen Pavilion.

Most of the candidates running for seats on the Goleta Water Board will be present to answer questions about past and future water policy, and Charles Averill, co-chair of the UCSB California Public Interest Research Group's Local Issues Project Group, which is sponsoring the event.

"Since it does affect us pretty significantly, we feel it's good to have an open forum here on campus," Averill said. "Our goal is to have a forum on campus so the candidates can be seen."

COLLIDE

(Continued from p.4)

A suit was filed in Sacramento County Superior Court by Alberita Lewallen and John and Sigríður Eilers who farm in San Joaquin County, along with the Central Valley Safety Environmental Network. The latter is an umbrella group for 33 farm, environmental and taxpayer groups.

Named as defendants were the California Collider Commission, commissioner Chaitman David Gardner who also is president of the University of California, Gov. George Deukmejian, Lt. Gov. Leo McCarthy and several other state officials.

"It's clear that the state failed to follow many of its own procedures for such things," Harriman said. "There also are questions involving public trust (preservation of farm land), air pollution and the costs."

The state estimates that its share of the project would be some $590 million. Hartman contended actual costs could be more in the range of $1.2 billion.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN JAPAN

Bi-lingual? Interested in learning about career opportunities in Japan? Shushoku Joho, the employment journal of Japan, provides information on opportunities with prestigious Japanese and foreign capital companies operating in Japan.

To receive the latest news in career opportunities in Japan, free of charge, please dial (800) 423-3387 in California; (800) 325-9759 outside California.

A service of Recruit U.S.A., Inc.

"We Communicate Opportunity"

Note: This publication is written in Japanese.

1988

Howard Hughes Medical Institute

Doctoral Fellowships in Biological Sciences

Howard Hughes Medical Institute will award 60 Doctoral Fellowships in an international competition administered by the National Research Council. The Institute welcomes all qualified applicants and strongly encourages members of minority groups and women to apply.

Eligibility:

Applicants may be citizens or nationals of the United States or foreign nationals. Awards will be made for research-based doctoral programs in cell biology and regulation, immunology, genetics, neurosciences, and structural biology. Applicants must not have completed, including the current term, more than 24 semester hours, 36 quarter hours, or equivalent, of graduate study. Individuals who are pursuing or who hold the M.D., D.V.M., or D.D.S. degree and want to work toward a Ph.D. or Sc.D. in the biological sciences are exempt from the foregoing restriction. Foreign nationals for whom English is not the primary language must submit scores from the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL).

Fellowships will be for three years, renewable for two additional years at the Institute's option. Each award includes an annual stipend of $12,300 (for 12-month tenures) to the Fellow, and an annual cost-of-education allowance of $10,700 in lieu of all tuition and fees.

Deadline:


For Information:

CHRITTON

(Continued from p.1)

thought through quite carefully.

Concern was also voiced throughout the anthropology department. "As far as I'm concerned, the chancellor, the issue was first proposed, she referred the matter to the vice faculty appointment," she said, explaining that when the World countries. Professors also believe that CIA operations about how CIA activities hamper their research in Third department chair who recommended Chritton's ap­

involved in the five-year-old program are Harvard, current position as a non-paid lecturer.

available to them, ranging from Chritton's dismissal to his certain. Voting faculty members have many options

thought through quite carefully."

Uehling said, explaining that the "faculty are the chief advisory in nature, leaving ultimate hiring authority again the process after political science faculty members render their decision on the fate of the CIA agent. "When the faculty vote is final, the results will be considered awareness, intuition, assertiveness

"LATE SHOW" • PREMIERE AT 9:00 pm
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 29TH • ARLINGTON
Regular Engagement Begins Friday
Plaza de Oro Theater
The Time Has Arrived

HUNTER S. THOMPSON

"More than half the Americans interviewed in a new poll said they were at least 'fairly likely' to vote for Vice President George Bush if he became the Republican candidate for president." — Associated Press.

The national wire is full of strange items lead in today's Front Page. The national wire is full of strange items lead in today's Front Page. The numbers were impressive, and the As for Bruce Springsteen fans, the album is mine, presented without even a glance. The album is mine, presented without even a glance.

There was another 44 percent who said "not too likely" or "not likely at all," and the Post headline writer dismissed these negative figures as gibberish, compared to what looked like a 54 percent majority — and put a headline on the item that said "Half in Poll Say Bush Likely Vote." "Well, I thought it was a good bet at least to those of us in the business."

The numbers were impressive, and the answers seemed to come from the heart. Asked "how likely they would be to vote for Bush for president if he were nominated," (presumably in 1988, although the year was never mentioned) 14 percent of the total sample answered "very likely"; 16 percent said "very likely" and 24 percent "fairly likely." There was another 44 percent who said "not too likely" or "not likely at all," and the Post headline writer dismissed these negative figures as gibberish, compared to what looked like a 54 percent majority — and put a headline on the item that said "Half in Poll Say Bush Likely Vote." "Well, I thought it was a good bet at least to those of us in the business."

The national wire is full of strange items lead in today's Front Page. The national wire is full of strange items lead in today's Front Page. The numbers were impressive, and the As for Bruce Springsteen fans, the album is mine, presented without even a glance. The album is mine, presented without even a glance.
shoulders, a cheap-looking beard and the come into the hearings with chips on both president's "popularity" went down like a word "judge." Dull, snapping and snarling on national TV in MacArthur used to call "the pitfalls of J.S', Supreme Court. The weight of the White House behind the/auted Bush organization got trounced in Sraduate." Anyone who jot his head handed to him by a gang of lad all of them when he ran in 1960, and he las the broadest experience of any of the ings in different ar­red areas. In 1975, ered to reproduce or ig off the album nious because the y point of view that y in many of his s, an album is as and strong as it's best songs. How many people remember L7 Zapping IV for "Four Stick's" or My Aim Is True for "Pay It Back?" he has facts wrong in writing about the "synthetic" sounds of the album. The title t cover contained "ever-so-perfect drum recordings of Judy Garland and one of the male drummers of the E Street Band, Max Weinberg, handles the song. However, if you have known this if he had taken a quick look, it just just because it was Bruce Springsteen's music. Pat is also guilty of another about 1983's Nebraska. The album released placed in and the population to protect: he was, after all, a famous political hit man, "like the dirty little coward who shrank Howard." But that is another story, and we don't have time for it now. All we need to know is that the White House in Washington had no less than 7.7 coming out of the 14-member Senate Judiciary Committee — headed by the now disgraced Democratic presidential candi­date, the late Joe Biden, and when the vote finally happened last week, it went 9.5 apallpor.Bork. IT WAS ONE OF those rare little wars in politics that neither side could afford to lose. But the confirmation vote was the "back of the" of the Democratic opposition. It would have been one of those things, like a communique's, that everyone knew was "Joe Biden's revenge," some said. But if you see, you did not the hood or nam "per se" that was important — it was the fact my picture was, was violated and damaged. Isn't that similar to having "the people in Russia in a rage?" I all I wanted to do is let people know that vandalism is vile, and that stealing, no matter how trivial the object is that's taken. Don't you agree? SABRINA BRADEN

Editor, Daily Nexus:

Editor, Daily Nexus: A Be a Black Student At UCSB echoes the feelings and experiences of thousands of past and present black students on this campus. The entire issue of racism on this campus is a very important issue; it is just finally being admitted and dealt with.

When I wrote my column, it was with the hope that it would enlighten people who steal the feelings of the innocent party and maybe prevent them from doing it again. I was also trying to show that there is a problem in some black students and that this is not just an isolated incident.

But I do not consider myself to be "spoiled," and I don't think that your column was acceptable for a stranger to willfully destroy someone else's property for his own "entertainment." No one in their right mind would do that. I sincerely hope that we can solve this problem and not just accept it as a given.

The problems are severe, and not just limited to black students. I think that we need to address these issues head on. The only way to solve these problems is to work together. We need to have open and honest discussions about these issues and work towards finding solutions.

I hope that this column helps to bring about a better understanding of the issues at hand. I believe that it is important for us to work together to find solutions and end these problems.

The problems are not limited to UCSB. I think that they are present in many other universities as well.

I hope that this column helps to bring about a better understanding of the issues at hand. I believe that it is important for us to work together to find solutions and end these problems.
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Just above the city, and way above average
UCSB's own Thunderdome is the home team's dream and an opponent's nightmare

By Steve Czaban
Sports Reporter

It doesn’t have leprechauns haunting the rafters like Boston Garden. And it doesn’t have championship banners strung across the roof like the Los Angeles Forum. It doesn’t even have the distinguished sounding name usually afforded a sports arena. But there is something that the UCSB Events Center does have that most other sports arenas are conspicuously without. And that something can’t be bought or installed, even in the grandest of all million-dollar mega-domes. That something is character.

Construction of the $4.2 million Events Center (or ECen, as it’s commonly referred) was completed in the fall of 1979. On Nov. 30 of that year, the ECen was officially christened with a dedication ceremony and a basketball game between UCSB and the Golden Bears of Berkeley. The completion of the facility marked the beginning of a renaissance for Gaacho Athletics. A new era had begun.

The original impetus for building the ECen was to expand recreational and intramural facilities on campus. With an estimated 76 percent of the student body participating in intramurals, one could have figured that Robertson Gym alone could not meet UCSB’s recreational needs. It was this simple reasoning that gave birth in 1975 to a four-year campaign that would eventually put the ECen on the campus map. The bulk of the $4.2 million price tag was paid for by reserves of student registration fees collected primarily before 1970. The university, in all of its sagacity, had managed to put away a few pennies in its piggy bank, and in 1977, it was ready to spend them.

But the $3.4 million that the university had so wisely saved, only provided for a recreational facility, not a spectating facility. So UCSB, like a kid asking his dad for a couple of extra bucks, turned to the private sector in Santa Barbara to provide the additional funding.

"Say, you folks wouldn’t happen to have $897,000 to give us for a new events facility, would you?" UCSB asked.

"No problem. Pocket change," replied the community.

So from now on I’m not going to show my face to any of your friends.

First In
A Series

By Geoff Stolling
Sports Reporter

Halloween is here, and everybody is getting into the spirit — even the UCSB men’s soccer team. And the specialty of Andy Kuenzli’s men seems to be trick or treat. As the head coach said after a recent game, “We treat the opposing side with two goals and trick ourselves out of eight.”

This accurately describes the state of affairs when the Gauchos met the University of San Diego for the final game at Harder Stadium this season. The conditions underfoot were spalling, and the Santa Barbara team was under-strength. But the bottom line was, not for the first time this year, the Gauchos’ inability to convert a superior number of goal chances.

It’s a disease we had all season long, and it finally caught up with us,” Kuenzli said. "It’s not as if different personalities would have made any differences. We subbed a lot, but it didn’t alter the fact that we missed chances. We created plenty of chances. How many chances do you want?"

It was a disappointing way to end the home season, as the most recent games seen at Harder had all been impressive. The Gauchos went into the game with an overall record of 9-2-2, and were hoping to use this match as a springboard to their final two games on the road. But the side expended nothing for the last game.

“Tark (UNLV head coach Jerry Tarkanian) came up to me after a recent game, "It’s a disease we had all season long, and it finally caught up with us," Kuenzli said. "It’s not as if different personalities would have made any differences. We subbed a lot, but it didn’t alter the fact that we missed chances. We created plenty of chances. How many chances do you want?"

It was a disappointing way to end the home season, as the most recent games seen at Harder had all been impressive. The Gauchos went into the game with an overall record of 9-2-2, and were hoping to use this match as a springboard to their final two games on the road. But the side expended nothing for the last game.

I told you what I wanted for the party, Enid. And you didn’t get it.

“Tark (UNLV head coach Jerry Tarkanian) came up to me after a recent game, "It’s a disease we had all season long, and it finally caught up with us," Kuenzli said. "It’s not as if different personalities would have made any differences. We subbed a lot, but it didn’t alter the fact that we missed chances. We created plenty of chances. How many chances do you want?"

It was a disappointing way to end the home season, as the most recent games seen at Harder had all been impressive. The Gauchos went into the game with an overall record of 9-2-2, and were hoping to use this match as a springboard to their final two games on the road. But the side expended nothing for the last game.

I told you what I wanted for the party, Enid. And you didn’t get it.

So from now on I’m not going to show my face to any of your friends.
The UCSC women's volleyball team travels south to UCLA tonight to take on the fifth-ranked Bruins in a televised match that will be shown on Prime Ticket at 7:30 p.m. The Gauchos will then face two tough league opponents over the weekend in back-to-back home games when they meet San Diego State on Friday and then CSU Fullerton on Saturday.

"Whenever we play UCLA, we want to play our best. We've had a tough week with the last three games, and the girls are into this game. They know that we are at our best mentally right now," Head Coach Kathy Gregory said. "But it is a televised game, and we have had a history of doing well on TV."

The Bruins defeated UCSB in an earlier meeting during the All-Cal Tournament in two games, 25-14, 25-10, and the Gauchos were also defeated in their last meeting in four games, 15-11, 20-15, 13-15. UCLA overcame a 9-4 deficit in the fourth game to win the match, behind the strong play of outside hitter, Whitney Fischer, who spiked in 25 kills.

In order to be effective defensively against the Bruin attack, the spikers will need strong defensive play from seniors, Judy Bellomo and Yami Menendez, who had 38 and 13 digs respectively, in the last UCLA match.

"We will try our best, but most of our energy will be needed at Friday's match with SDSU and Saturday's against UCLA because we are league games," Gregory said.

The weekend matches are must-win situations for the Gauchos, a 2-4 sweep against the Bruins last year by the Gauchos who are looking to gain the upper hand on UCLA and are currently at a loss to the ones to the weaker team's backs would.

On the sidelines, the Gauchos will be able to see the No. 1 / 1 way as the loudest venue in the country. While coach Pimm pointed out the last game, the fans wereallen to transcend the slogan. "The Gauchos are "Pimm Penn." The ECEN's reputation doesn't stop in Los Angeles, though, it is recognized by everyone in the conference. While our opponents find it nothing less than confining. Seating is so close to the court, you can practically feel the ball bounce off your head. It can be detrimental to the team's attitude and momentum."

"Every game is important. I don't know how anyone else is going to finish, but we have two league games this weekend. If we can win half of our league games, we really haven't hurt our chances," Gregory said.

"We are playing baseball, not football, but there are emotional pendulums in baseball. Right now we have to get ready to play UCLA and go on the road, but we are used to being on the road and everything is going to get better," Gregory added.

"I love Diablo Canyon" (See ECEN, p.13)

By Dan Vassen
Sports Staff Writer

Copeland's Sports
1230 State St.
Santa Barbara, 935-4744
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Spikes to Sport Their Act
Before Cable TV Audience
Prime Ticket Will Broadcast Women's Volleyball
Road Game Against UCLA Bruins Tonight at 7:30

The USC women's volleyball team travels south to UCLA tonight to take on the fifth-ranked Bruins in a televised match that will be shown on Prime Ticket at 7:30 p.m. The Gauchos will then face two tough league opponents over the weekend in back-to-back home games when they meet San Diego State on Friday and then CSU Fullerton on Saturday.

"Whenever we play UCLA, we want to play our best. We've had a tough week with the last three games, and the girls are into this game. They know that we are at our best mentally right now," Head Coach Kathy Gregory said. "But it is a televised game, and we have had a history of doing well on TV."

The Bruins defeated UCSB in an earlier meeting during the All-Cal Tournament in two games, 25-14, 25-10, and the Gauchos were also defeated in their last meeting in four games, 15-11, 14-15, 16-15. UCLA overcame a 9-4 deficit in the fourth game to win the match, behind the strong play of outside hitter, Whitney Fischer, who spiked in 25 kills.

In order to be effective defensively against the Bruin attack, the spikers will need strong defensive play from seniors, Judy Bellomo and Yami Menendez, who had 38 and 13 digs respectively, in the last UCLA match.

"We will try our best, but most of our energy will be needed at Friday's match with SDSU and Saturday's against UCLA because we are league games," Gregory said.

The weekend matches are must-win situations for the Gauchos, a 2-4 sweep against the Bruins last year by the Gauchos who are looking to gain the upper hand on UCLA and are currently at a loss to the ones to the weaker team's backs would.

On the sidelines, the Gauchos will be able to see the No. 1 / 1 way as the loudest venue in the country. While coach Pimm pointed out the last game, the fans wereallen to transcend the slogan. "The Gauchos are "Pimm Penn." The ECEN's reputation doesn't stop in Los Angeles, though, it is recognized by everyone in the conference. While our opponents find it nothing less than confining. Seating is so close to the court, you can practically feel the ball bounce off your head. It can be detrimental to the team's attitude and momentum."

"Every game is important. I don't know how anyone else is going to finish, but we have two league games this weekend. If we can win half of our league games, we really haven't hurt our chances," Gregory said.

"We are playing baseball, not football, but there are emotional pendulums in baseball. Right now we have to get ready to play UCLA and go on the road, but we are used to being on the road and everything is going to get better," Gregory added.

"I love Diablo Canyon" (See ECEN, p.13)

By Dan Vassen
Sports Staff Writer

Copeland's Sports
1230 State St.
Santa Barbara, 935-4744
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The game got off to a bright start when San Diego scored in the first four minutes. A break by their left wing culminated in a low pass to the center, where forward Bobby Welch was waiting to give them the early lead. Nonetheless, the Gauchos responded with

Students swarmed the floor waiting to give them the low pass to the center, where forward Bobby Welch was waiting to give them the early lead. Nonetheless, the Gauchos responded with

It is indeed a tough recipe for excitement. Opponents know all too well about it that make it more

Students swarmed the floor waiting to give them the low pass to the center, where forward Bobby Welch was waiting to give them the early lead. Nonetheless, the Gauchos responded with

The Gauchos responded with momentum to Gaucho success that has been giving

And yet there is something about it that make it more

That is what it's all about. Perhaps it's because the ECen is such an integral part of campus, a place where students are always welcome.

For example, it was a break from defense made room for three Gauche forwards to challenge one opposing defender. The fact that the three forwards managed to squander such a clear opening just about summed up the evening.

Fortunately the Gauchos will be back at full strength for their final two games. Chris John (suspended because of a red card in an earlier game), and Andrew Carmen (injured), will both be back to give the side a lift after this demoralizing end to the home season.
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NEW COURSE OFFERING: WOMEN'S STUDIES: DO THEY MEASURE UP?

Military Science 12
Winter Quarter '88
G.E. Credit (2)
Freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors
Welcome to sign up for the class
Class meets M/W 10:00-10:50
Come to Bidg. 419 (by bike shop)
instructor approval
See MAU Christiansen or CPT Cervone

LOYALTY &
Found
BURLINGTON BEARDSLEY JR.
Lost: light brown felt hat similar to
one on campus. If found, please call
Debor, 687-8456 or 687-1130.
Lost Sat Oct 17 in bike path bet
between Storke Fam and U.C.
Lost dress w/ white square patch and
v's in back. Please call Milly,
685-4060.
Lost in Library 11/3, gray purse
belonging to a student. If you have
important personal info enclosed
in purse. Call Mary, 685-7000.

Sponsored by:
A.S. Commission on Status of Women,
Program Board,
Freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors
Class meets M/W 10:00-10:50
"LIBERATION PSYCHOLOGY AND SOCIAL THERAPY"
TAKE BACK THE NIGHT
Come help
NEW COURSE OFFERING:
A for instructor approval
meet the RALLY speakers
WOMEN'S CENTER
Winter Quarter '88
WITH THIS AD
SPECIAL $5.00 OFF
CURTIS PERMS
LONG HAIR
US ABOUT
(805) 685-4548
at 4485 Hollister Baptist Student
We're looking for a student to chair
movies, stay overnight, Sat. 6pm-?
IV Alternative Trick/Treat, games,
PEAL STUDENT FUNDRAISING
UCSB HILLEL for more info. 968-
Campanile.
ARE YOU JEWISH? Are you in-
Marriage, Ready to make a lifelong
commitment? If so, consider the
HIGHLY SUBSIDIZED Trip to Israel.
Call Isla, (805) 685-7224, or Franeine,
685-2971.
REWARD! I lost my Blue Purse Fri.
important personal info enclosed. U
Red shirt w/ white square patch and
ween Storke Fam hsg and UCSB:
Carla. «87-8276 or 687-846«.
REWARD REWARD REWARD!!!

"PUMPKIN L <NITH
V<S2*£TA8L& M Atrep
HALV6&AJ

INDIVIDUAL CONSULTATIONS are available
to learn about Stress Management!
Call: 685-3752
Mechanical
Electrical &
Campus Interviews

WORKSHOPS
Mythic Thinking and Women's Literacy: A Workshop
5th Annual Women's Conference
Festooned for Women "WOMEN'S CENTER"
Saturday, Nov. 14, 10:00-4:00
3rd floor UCen. 961-4296.

HELP WANTED
LEARN & EARN
INTERNSHIP POSTION IN TRAVEL, CALL 861-437
"FERRING!" Government job's area
$12,000-$18,000. Call 617-628-9499.

OUTFIT
Your apartment &
yourself at
 Assistance League
Thrift Shop
1212 State St.

FOR—
HEDWITT PACKARD
Campus Interviews

Engineers:
Electrical & Mechanical
Computer Scientists
Oct. 28-30
Placement Center

Miller's Tale

Halloween-Oct. 31st
US, West
TIME
FOR THE MEDICAL
MUTILATION OF THE
PERSON/I WITH
A LITTLE, LITTLE LAY CAN
TRANSFORM THIS
MEDICAL ScWERM
AND A PIECE OF ART.

Personal

In my pregnancy and I'm looking for
people to share it with. Ursula, age
23, English major, seeks intelligent,
compassionate 30-inch quality
pregnant that will share her
enlightenment, into Rebetis, Reeves,
Rotors, Steele, and of course, making
and dialogue and needs not answer. P.O.
Box 13062, CA 93108

Bearman

Wexler

For I.V. Rec. Dist. clean streets
community involvement.

Assistant League

Your apartment &
yourself at
 Assistance League
Thrift Shop
1212 State St.

FOR—
HEDWITT PACKARD
Campus Interviews

Engineers:
Electrical & Mechanical
Computer Scientists
Oct. 28-30
Placement Center

Managerial

personal consultation.

Phone: 969-9771

Command Performance

TALK TO US ABOUT A SPINAL PERM FOR LONG HAIR

We are under new management!
Come and Experience our Full Service Salon staffed by
Highly Trained Hair Technicians.
OPEN 7 DAYS NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
270 Storke Road
Green, CA 93117;
986-665, 4548

A.S. Commission on the Status of Women
invites you to...

JOIN THE MARCH AGAINST
SEXUAL ASSAULT

TAKE BACK THE NIGHT
October 29, 1987 - Storke Plaza
1:30 SUSAN GONG, Ph.D. Lecture & Video UCen Rm 2
"LIBERATION PSYCHOLOGY AND SOCIAL THERAPY"
11:30 Storke Plaza
Material provided. Display your support with a button
5:40 Reception for SUSAN GONG & ANN SIMONTON
Come and be a Rally volunteer. WOMEN'S CENTER
7 pm RALLY & MARCH
Storke Plaza
10 pm DANCE TO HAPPY TRAILS
Storke Plaza
Sponsored by A.S. Commission on Status of Women, Program Board,
Finance Board, RHA, Underwrite Board.

Don't Wait Until You Are
STRESSED OUT!
To learn about Stress Management!
Individual Consultations are available through Student Health Services.
Free and Confidential. Call to Schedule: 961-2630.

OUTFIT
Your apartment &
yourself at
 Assistance League
Thrift Shop
1212 State St.

FOR—
HEDWITT PACKARD
Campus Interviews

Engineers:
Electrical & Mechanical
Computer Scientists
Oct. 28-30
Placement Center

Help Wanted
LEARN & EARN
INTERNSHIP POSTION IN TRAVEL, CALL 861-437
"FERRING!" Government job's area
$12,000-$18,000. Call 617-628-9499.

Outfitters

FULLTIME TEAMS AVAILABLE
FOR-
PERSON
SELECTED
AND Active Recruiters
Regional recruiters available in areas of 100 miles per week
START AT 18 AND
AFTER 8 MONTHS ADVANCE TO
Applies in Person
1227 State St.
or La Cumbre Plaza

Pack Plan Delivery Man wanted for
delivery of appliances and t.v.'s. Good driving record, must
appearance. Experience in hand tools, driving a pick-up truck. Call Rich or Ken at
Office 456-5967.

DO YOU WANT THE JOB FOR
THE WEEKEND!
PT positions available with one to two days
weekend, $4.00 hr. in the U.S. Per hour for students. Work
opportunities on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday.
QUIT YOUR JOB!
Flexible hours on Saturday and Sunday.
Help wanted part-time walkers, watchers and delivery drivers. Lease or
owner. No experience needed. Will work around school schedule.
Please call: 456-5967.
NEED MONEY?

Have fun and meet people. Domingo’s Pizza is looking for new 25-30 steamy, enthusiastic team members who can work during the evening. Must have been a student and must have a 25-30 steamy temperament.

Applicants must be 18 years of age or older.

Apply in person at Domingo’s Pizza, 955 E. Montecito Blvd., 967-0567.

**CHECK IT OUT!**

RESEARCH PAPERS

FREE 213-477-8222

ENGAGING SYSTEM $750.00

1001 S. Hope St. Suite 1000

422-2622

PAIR ENHANCED

WE BUYS

8 AM - 11 PM, fast courteous, fast loan,

6 PM - 9 PM, fast courteous, fast loan, friendly,

11 PM - 2 AM, fast courteous, fast loan, friendly,

$400 - 40,000

10 offers per hour plus commission plus tips.

with people. Mammoth Movers 964-7360 or Ed Holdrem

ash. Phone (805) 968-4570

W 960 Eastabrook, Elfego, east line, point, interior and lot

$2900. 901 Colorado Blvd

470-2609

Geweis 964-7360 or Ed Holdrem

1001 S. Hope St. Suite 1000

422-2622

**NEEDED:**

Valuable Latin and Greek manuscripts, including rare works and complete sets of Latin and Greek literature. Must be in good condition and ready for sale. For more information, call the Classifieds department at 968-1034.

放心: 餐厅的工作

**FOR SALE**

**RESIDENTIAL CLASSIFIEDS**

PT/FT coordinator & implements restructuring; retail programs for developmentally disabled population. Devotions Foundation, 5234 Delta St Suite 206, 968-1034.


Substitute Teachers Aides at 966-3453 for second chance employment. Apply personally, 8231 Puest Street, 968-1034.

USCB students to work in UC on weekends. 964-3047. 965-0854.

Local investments: 17th and State, 966-3047. 968-1034.

For more information, call the Classifieds department at 968-1034.

**FOR SALE**

**VACATION RENTAL**

**RESIDENTIAL CLASSIFIEDS**

PT/FT coordinator & implements restructuring; retail programs for developmentally disabled population. Devotions Foundation, 5234 Delta St Suite 206, 968-1034.


Substitute Teachers Aides at 966-3453 for second chance employment. Apply personally, 8231 Puest Street, 968-1034.

USCB students to work in UC on weekends. 964-3047. 965-0854.

Local investments: 17th and State, 966-3047. 968-1034.

For more information, call the Classifieds department at 968-1034.
Dear Fellow Students:

We would like to take this opportunity to share with you our concerns about Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome, also known as AIDS. If you think this virus does not affect your future, you are wrong; DEAD WRONG. AIDS is not just a disease afflicting gay men; it is a virus that is non-discriminatory and can affect anyone regardless of gender or age. The virus can be carried by healthy people for as long as eight years. There is no known cure available and the only known preventative measure is abstinence or safer sex practices. The use of certain American-made condoms or jellies containing monoxynol-9 may reduce the risk although their effectiveness during anal intercourse has been questioned. College years should be the greatest years of your life...they should not be your last. The attitude that "It can't happen to me" is false. A study recently conducted here at UCSB indicates that the virus has the potential to spread rapidly through our community because of widespread unsafe sexual practices.

Fact:

- 54% of those surveyed averaged 2 or more sex partners a year
- 66% do not question their partners about previous sexually transmitted diseases
- 88% do not ask about their partner's use of intravenous drugs
- Many students have sex with people they barely know

What can we do? We as concerned students are making an appeal to our peers to get serious about practicing safer sex. There is no such thing as "safe sex," only safer sex. Take the time to get to know your partner and make a condom your intimate friend. Use your condom sense. We have to stop thinking of condoms as gross and a hassle. We must incorporate them into our conversations and foreplay with our sexual partners.

We hope this letter will make you think about how important it is to be concerned about your health and that of your friends and fellow students.

Sincerely,

Students on the UCSB AIDS Task Force